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About This Content

The official soundtrack for Reigns with music by Mateo Lugo and Disasterpeace.

1. James the Crusader (A Aeolian) 05:07

2. Benevolent Deeds 01:18

3. Minstrel's Magnum Opus 00:35

4. William the Great (D Dorian) 03:47

5. Cunning Deeds 01:56

6. Minstrel's Martial Song 00:27

7. Holy Deeds 00:54

8. Harry the Young (E Phrygian) 05:12

9. Dark Deeds 01:32

10. Minstrel's Spirit Hymn 00:34
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11. His Majesty's Fool 00:35
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A hidden object game that tells a story and has a couple of different types of puzzels thrown in for good measure too. Is it the
best story telling? No, but I enjoyed it depite the predictability. I think that my 8 year old neice would really enjoy the story
though as although it isn't complicated, it isn't babyish.

I bought a few of these games when they were reduced on sale, I'm not sure I would pay full price for them (they seem to be
about \u00a34-\u00a36 normally) but for \u00a32 on sale? Bargin!

* I did not encounter any bugs with the game that were mentioned in older reviews.. Khaba is a very short but fun puzzle game.
Using two different beams of light your goal is to manipulate those beams of light in order to open doors to get your character
further into the pyramid and find the treasure. Most of the puzzles are pretty simple up until the last couple (Khaba Steam
screenshots section will help if you need it). Story is pretty thin, you can see the regular ending coming for most of the game.
There appears to be a second ending if you manage to collect all the green scarabs on each level, however I can't say for certain
and though the puzzles were okay, I wasn't a big enough fan to spend my time trying for the scarabs.

Game is fun for the most part, however for at most 5 or 6 hours of gameplay tops and no replayability I would recommend
waiting for a sale.. A good visual story for which you'll spend one or two evenings. The plot unfolds around one of the old cities
- Aksaypolis, which holds many secrets. The city itself is a mix of industrial progress of the 20th century and ancient
settlements. The authors have worked well to create an atmosphere of fear and despair, which is realised not only by the text,
but also by art with sounds. This style is just very well perceived and contributes to immersion in the story.. This game is so fun!
There is surprise around every corner (and door)! Two thumbs up!. it's a ♥♥♥♥ing hard game
. This game is actually ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ I have no more to say.
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I admit I didn't give this game much time. My only experience was the following:

First time, convinced there was a problem with my graphics card because everything was black regardless of setting. Quit and
uninstall.

Stumble across community article saying that flashlight is "L". Reinstall game.

Second time. Load up the game, zone in, confused by the wall of controls, turn on flashlight, attempt to pick up or even find
"physics objects" to defend myself, can't find any, listen to the guy yelling he was going to feed me my arm, circle strafe and
run away from zombies until I get bored and quit, then have to alt-f4 because the pause menu has no "exit game" button.

Third time, I go towards the guy saying he's going to feed me my arm and watch him pummel me with a pool queue with his
dead eyes. I would have been happy to give it a chance -- the models and environments looked good -- but I couldn't figure out
where to start.

*update*
It appears I'm not the only one who was confused by the obtuse starting area. Dev is working on updating and creating/fixing it,
so I'll give the game another shot then. The exterior areas looked interesting, but I'm not willing to wade through that awful
beginning again.. A fun character to play with, somewhat easy, but that's fine. The good ending is well worth the price of
admission.. In my opinion, this is a very fun and well made game, eventhough there is limited things to do, I still find myself
messing around in this game. I just wish more people would play the game because the game can get very boring with nobody to
shoot. I also wish that they soon release the update for bots in the game. Other than that this is a great game.. Love the game so
far....The game does have a IRL timer when it comes to repairing and building ships but in takes mere mintues and if u save a
couple hundred credits its in no way a hassel....The battle are easy at first like all games but soon just get annoying in there
difficulty...but i personally like that and would easily recommend the game for the price. Heart of the House is an okay game.

English is not my first language. So, sometimes I found myself lost with the storytelling. It is very convoluted, and people who
don't speak\/understand English very well might not be able to enjoy it in its entirety.

Loren and their preference to be refered to as 'them' instead of 'he' or 'she' made me roll my eyes, as it felt very tacked-on and
out of place. I don't have a problem with non-binary characters, but when a game lacks any sort of visuals or sound, leaving out
whether or not their build is feminine or masculine makes visualizing them that much more difficult, and it honestly breaks the
immersion. At some point I gave up and gave Loren the visual identity of Melody from HxH. Whether it was accurate or not to
what the author was trying to convey, I did not care.

While I wasn't able to connect with Loren, who also happened to be a romance option, the other romances were some of the best
I've ever read. The intimate scenes are damn well written, and I wish more authors were this good at romance. This game is
worth playing just for the romance options alone.. I very rarely write game reviews but I really wanted to write one for AO
Tennis. The reason being that as a Tennis fan a player, I've been looking for a good tennis game for quite a while now. I played
Top Spin 4 a lot, and it's crazy tot hink that there hasn't been a gem that came close to it so so many years later!

I wasn't sure about buying it, given the mixed reviews, but trust me, the game is a great tennis sim. I gather most of the bad
reviews were from the game launch were it was incomplete and just unfinished, bugs and glitches. The game plays really good
now!

So here's this generation Top Spin 4. It's career mode isn't as comprehensive as TS4, however, the fact that there's soo much
user created content (and great content) as well as powerful creation tools, means that you can play essentially ANY tournament,
with every single player past and present.

I actually managed to make a good avatar of myself and some of the pros uploaded vy the community are the best in any game
out there. It has a Playface system that allows you to scan real faces for the character models.

People can upload images (even .svg) for logos and other graphics, which makes it possible to have real sponsors for
tournaments and I've been thoroughly impressed with the detail in sponsored clothing.
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Gameplay is actually amazing once you get the hang of it. It really does take a lot more time to get used to it, but once you do,
it's fantastic and actually makes a lot more sense than most tennis games. The central idea is that the power and accuracy of your
shots actually depend on the timing when you hit the ball, rather than "charging your shot power and releasing". It's actually very
reminiscent of the way you play good tennis IRL.

You'll lose a lot of easy matches at first, but once you get it, it's spot on. I love the realism in reactions (although there could be
more), and the inclusion of Hawk Eye challenges is incredible. It's super satisfying to win a challenge after a wrong call on a
critical point, and the audience reaction to it adds an even extra layer of realism.

TL;DR If you love tennis or tennis videogames and haven't found anything good after TS4, this is the right game for you.
Honestly the game may not have been good on release, but it's a fantastic value at it's current (non discounted) price. Get it and
enjoy it.. Pros:
-Interesting puzzle mechanic
-Soundtrack
-Visuals
-Decent lenght
-Replayability

Cons:
-If you're dumb probably not the best game for you

Rating: Best game ever. Best heat stroke sim NA. 10/10. Fun game. So far full of suspense, not a lot of horror, but I'm not done
with it yet. You can see my gameplay here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhHyAR5_fmk
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